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Tokenomics, Manual Burn, And a community centred focus.
We live in an age where cryptocurrencies are few and far between. It seems as though everyday a new
currency is listed leaving investors and acquisition enthusiasts with choices far beyond what they ever
imagined. The amount of choices leads little prospect for the long term viability of cryptocurrencies. As
we reach an apex in SmartChain and Ethereum Offerings, little has been done to curtail the large
amount of Rug-pull offerings. We, much like many other cryptocurrencies, were left pining for the
fjords by the original developers, who left us nothing but a faltered glimpse of a vibrant community.
The community, however, refused to be put down, and thus we strive to be reborn anew: a currency by
the people for the people.
Anubicoin is tour haven- a place of stability among a sea that's awash with uncertainty and
manipulation. We are a team dedicated to ensuring that no other person goes through what we did.
Nevermore shall an investor be succumbed to sham developers and scam artists. We are here with you
for the long run, and will be forever.

Why Anubicoin?
Anubicoin is one of the fastest build cryptocurrency communities, with over 50,000+ initial investors
within the first week. We are a community that believed in the premise of a coin that's not just another
tokenomics fork. Our team is solely comprised of people who were victims of the original developers.
We all have a stake in making Anubicoin grow and prosper. Out goal is to not just see the development
team, or the management team, or the marketing team on the moon; it's to have everyone there.
What makes Anubicoin different is the amount of involvement that the community plays in our
currency. All major choices are dictated by and for the community, not at the behest of the development
team or senior members. Every holder, no matter how small, will get a voice in the community; in how
it grows and in how we prosper.

Why does community involvement matter?
There is no currency in any known space where the community has one-hundred-percent absolute
involvement. Any and all actions the community takes, whether it be on applying to a Centralized
Exchange, or applying for specialized certifications, the community will dictate our next steps; not
market conditions, not a major investment opportunity, not large stacks of cash- the community. The
community is at the heart of what we do at Anubicoin, and that tenet will never change. Community
involvement means you all get to have your voices heard, and ensures you all have a part in everyone's
success and growth.

How does community involvement ensure future growth?
With Anubicoin, you'll know that the team won't just pull out on you at the last minute. Through ups
and downs, good times and bad, we, the Anubicoin team will stand by you for as long as possible.

What do we mean by freedom from RUGS?
We took an oath with Anubicoin that we will never rug the community. Stability is at the core of what
we do. We want to be the currency to be a safe haven for those who feel they are being rugged by their
other investments; where you can move your other tokens in and ensure that you will continue to gain
and grow. Our Tokenomics structure allows maximum growth, while still providing incentives to
holders of the coin.
Our structure is as follows:
1,000,000,000 Tokens On Release
 51% Burned Day 1.
 24% Locked into Liquidity LP
 8% redistributed to wallets, 5% to all wallet holders, 3% to Burn.
This structure maximize potential value for investors by ensuring that we continue to be deflationary
for the long term.

Why was 51% burned on day 1?
Burning the currency ensures that we are committed to keeping the currency in value forever. Less
tokens equals higher price point, and we are committed to that.

Can we be sure that the liquidity is actually locked?
We have been working tirelessly to ensure that the contract designed by the original development team
was safe and secure. We can say with certainty the the liquidity is completely locked to liquidity
providers, like PancakeSwap. The Liquidity, as well as the original burn are locked forever. No expiry
was set on the locks, so they naturally cannot expire, and as SmartContracts are completely immutable,
we as the new development team, nor the old development team can ever change these locks.

Why does Tokenization Matter?
Tokenization helps ensure that you continue to receive value in the long run. You gain profit just by
being an active member of Anubicoin. Each time a transaction occurs, whether that be a buy or a sell,
you gain additional coin. Coin that can help you rebuild your investments, or further them. And as we
work as a community, each additional coin you get will grow larger and faster,a s you have a direct say
in what happens within the community.

Where does the future of Anubicoin take us?
Wherever you want to go, we will go. This is a core tenet of what we do at Anubicoin, and will
continue to be the way we operate. IF you want us to list on a centralized exchange, we will. If you
want personalized wallets, we'll make them. We will do everything in out power to make sure the
community prospers and that we all get to the moon and beyond.

